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A&RMetal Recycling Gears Up for Massive Amounts of Scrap Metal

A&R Metal Recycling Company is going through a major expansion.

Houston, TX (PRWEB) August 21, 2014 -- A&R Metal Recycling Company -
http://www.armetalrecyclers.com, a company that buys and processes ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and
offers waste management programs for scrap metals and equipment to commercial customers, today reported
financial results for the three and six months ended June 30, 2014. Commenting on the Company’s second
quarter results, Mike Evans, founder of A&R Metal Recycling Company stated, "The whole business is going
through a major expansion at the moment.”

The company is looking for excessive scrap metal in the industrial, as well as private sectors, like never before,
and their business is increasing massively. A&R has also expanded the list of scrap metals that they work with
to more than 30 metals, as well as scrap metal equipment. Some of the scrap alloys and metals they purchase
include aluminum, brass, carbide, gold, lead, molybdenum, nickel, stainless steel, silver, titanium, tungsten, and
zinc. The list is quite extensive.

Some of the scrap metal equipment that the company has interest for includes centrifuges, converters, heat
exchangers, transformers, turbine blades, water meters, surplus valves, and x-ray film.

A&R is actively seeking commercial sellers and would prefer to be contacted if anyone has an excessive
amount of scrap metal to unload. They are not being discriminatory in who they buy from, or the source, if an
organization has scrap metal to of any kind, A&R will be interested in it.

The company is expanding in what they purchase, how much they purchase, and where they purchase. If you
have a large amount of scrap metal, you are encouraged to contact the company.

About A&R Metal Recycling Company:
A&R Metal Recycling Company is a commercial scrap metal buyer and recycler based in Houston, TX. They
buy and recycle all types of scrap metals (ferrous and non-ferrous), and in so doing, help support the
environment and the economy. Their scrap metal business helps to keep scrap metal out of landfills, and it
provides raw materials for reuse in other products. A&R Metal Recycling Company primarily deals in bulk
buys. The company is a big commercial scrap metal buyer with competitive scrap metal prices. They purchase
nickel alloys, cobalt alloys, titanium alloys, and tungsten alloys, to name just a handful.

Contact Information:
Mike Evans
A&R Metal Recycling Company
713-410-8333
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Joey Schmitt is a news junkie, writer, and internet marketer for Angel SEO Services & Marketing, LLC.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Mike Evans
A&R Metal Recycling
http://www.armetalrecyclers.com/
+1 713-410-8333

Mike Evans
A&R Metal Recycling
http://www.armetalrecyclers.com/
713-410-8333

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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